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RESUME. Alors que l'intérêt pour les jumeaux numériques de quartier s'est accru au cours des dernières années, 

les interprétations varient sur ce que devrait être un jumeau numérique de quartier et sur la manière dont il devrait 

être mis en œuvre. Dans de nombreux cas, la mise en œuvre a été spécifique à un domaine, notamment en raison 

de la complexité du développement d'un système avec de multiples acteurs, sous-systèmes et règles. Les travaux 

présentés dans cet article visent à constituer un cadre théorique pour le développement collaboratif de ces jumeaux 

numériques de district. Notre objectif est de continuer à développer ce cadre tout en mettant en œuvre un jumeau 

numérique de quartier pour de la Presqu'île de l'agglomération grenobloise.  

MOTS-CLÉS : Jumeau numérique du district, Cadre théorique, Développement collaboratif. 

 

 
ABSTRACT. While the interest in district Digital Twins has grown over the last few years, there are varying 

interpretations of what a district Digital Twin should be and how it should be implemented. In many cases, the 

implementation has been domain-specific, especially due to the complexity of developing such a complex system 

with multiple actors, subsystems, and rules. The work presented in this article represents a barebones framework 

for the collaborative development of such district Digital Twins. We aim to continue developing this framework while 

implementing a district Digital Twin for the Presqu’île district of the greater Grenoble metropolitan area. 

KEYWORDS: District-Scale Digital Twin, Framework, Collaborative Development. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of a Digital Twin (DT) was formally introduced in literature by Michael Grieves as a 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) concept (Grieves 2016; Singh et al. 2021). Grieves’ initial 

proposal was built on the premise that a system was made up of two sub-systems; (I) the physical system 

(which has always existed) and (II) a “new” virtual representation of the physical system (Grieves 2016). 
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At the core, a DT can be fundamentally broken down into three main components; the real (physical) 

space, the virtual space, and the (seamless) data link between these two spaces. Thus, a DT can be 

described as a real-time (or near real-time) virtual representation of physical components, 

characteristics, and behaviors of real-world objects, processes, and systems across all phases of the 

physical system’s lifespan (Javaid, Haleem, and Suman 2023). DTs have been cited as being pivotal for 

Industry 4.0 (Singh et al. 2021; Javaid, Haleem, and Suman 2023) and could have significant 

implications for the energy transition – by facilitating optimized use of resources throughout the 

lifecycle of the physical system  (at the planning and operational phases) (Ghenai et al. 2022). 

Given the growing interest coupled with the increasing potential benefits of DTs, it is no surprise 

that a lot of work is being done to develop DTs for complex multi-actor systems such as districts (and 

by extension cities). Jeddoub et al (2023) point out that the development of  DTs for cities is a new trend 

in the urban and geospatial fields, however, the concept remains ambiguous and presents differences 

arising from current implementation. From the literature, the main issues associated with city-scale DTs 

are: (I) Ambiguity concerning the definition and characteristics of a city-scale DT (Sepasgozar 2021; 

Shahzad et al. 2022) and (ii) Domain-specific and technical implementations (Lehtola et al. 2022). 

City districts (and by extension cities) are complex socio-technical systems made up of multiple 

actors and sub-systems (controllable and non-controllable) interacting with the local environment 

(Caldarelli et al. 2023). These interactions are governed by technical rules, and laws as well as a complex 

web of social dynamics, cultural norms, economic factors, legal boundaries and political considerations. 

Given the complexity and the associated multi-dimensional nature of districts (cities), domain-

specific solutions while valuable would in most cases be inadequate at accurately representing the 

physical space in a virtual space. In this regard, a DT of a city should not be domain-specific (as such a 

representation would not allow for the interactions between the various sub-systems) but should rather 

be a multi-stakeholder effort (researchers, engineers, city authorities, government, etc.). To further 

buttress the need for a multi-stakeholder approach, the work of Schleich et al. indicates four essential 

characteristics should form the basis of any DT: scalability, interoperability, expansibility, and fidelity 

(Schleich et al. 2017; Jia, Wang, and Zhang 2022). 

In order to address this issue of complexity and multi-actor interactions, the term DT has to be further 

expanded, in this regard, three key definitions are considered as follows: 

• Digital Twin Instance (DTI): This is a specific virtual instance of an existing physical system 

linked to the physical system for its entire life cycle (Jones et al. 2020). In reality, the DTI is 

usually developed based on a Digital Twin Prototype (a virtual representation of a system based 

on which the physical system is developed(Grieves and Vickers 2017)). The DTI has many 

applications and depending on its use case can be considered to be in the prototype phase (for 

example: simulating the addition of a heat pump to the HVAC system of an existing building) 

or in the instance phase where the Digital twin incorporates existing components and their 

corresponding history to make a prediction, (predicting a potential component failure) (Grieves 

and Vickers 2017; Michael Grieves 2018). 

• Digital Twin Aggregate (DTA): This type of DT in most literature is simply described as an 

aggregation of Digital Twin Instances (Michael Grieves 2018; Singh et al. 2021), see Figure 1. 
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• Digital Twin Environment: Grieves and Vickers (2017) describe this type of DT as “an 

integrated, multi-domain physics application space for operating on Digital Twins”. These 

operations include the interrogation of  DTIs for their current and historical states and predicting 

the physical system’s behavior and performance under different conditions and scenarios (using 

the component DTIs or possibly a DTA) (Grieves and Vickers 2017; DNV 2018). In summary, 

the DTE encompasses all the tools and functionalities required to support the application of the 

DT. 

 

Figure 1 Graphical representation of a wind turbine as a Digital Twin Prototype (DTP), Digital 

Twin Instance (DTI), and Digital Twin Aggregate (DTA) (Hofbauer, Sangl, and Engelhardt 2019) 

Thus, the district Digital Twin can be described as a complex DTA composed of multiple DTIs 

(which could be DTAs) and operated in a Digital Twin Environment. Such a complex system would 

require cross-disciplinary efforts to capture all the dynamics at the different levels of the district. 

In this article, we present a collaborative framework for developing city/district-scale Digital Twins. 

Section 2 introduces the Presqu’île district of Grenoble (our use case), Section 3 focuses on the proposed 

collaborative framework, Section 4 is a discussion of the Presqu’île use case, and Section 5 is the 

conclusion and perspectives of the work presented in this article. 

2. PRESQU’ILE – GRENOBLE 

Presqu’île is a district of the greater Grenoble metropolitan area, it is located at the confluence of two 

rivers (the Drac and Isère. The district is composed of several commercial and multi-family residential 

buildings, academic institutions, and research institutions – notably several historical and unique 

European large-scale research infrastructures that are electro-intensive actors (Laboratoire National des 

Champs Magnétiques Intenses (LNCMI), European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Institut 

Laue-Langevin (ILL)). Since 2007, the district has been earmarked as an Eco district by the city and the 

city aims to develop key infrastructure which includes but is not limited to energy performant buildings, 

low-carbon transportation (charging stations, tram lines, etc.), and green spaces (Grenoble 2024). 

With regard to this research project, the goal is to develop a cross-disciplinary Digital Twin of 

Presqu’île. It is noteworthy to mention that some work has already been carried out using data from 

buildings in the district (Hodencq et al. 2020; Nana Kofi Twum-Duah 2023; Pajot, Delinchant, 

Maréchal, and Frésier 2018; Pajot, Delinchant, Maréchal, Wurtz, et al. 2018) and utilities. Thus, our 

first initiative is to provide a collection of all the works (which are digital models, precursors to digital 

twins) that have already been carried out using the data from the district. 
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3. COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR DISTRICT DIGITAL TWIN DEVELOPMENT 

To facilitate the development of a cross-disciplinary and multi-actor district Digital Twin, we 

propose a four-layer framework as illustrated in Figure 2 below. The first layer is the human interface 

layer which is a visualization layer, the second layer is the data layer where data storage, polling, and 

communication occur, the third layer is the model interaction, which enables the interaction between the 

individual components of the district Digital Twin, and the fourth layer is the model layer where the 

various models associated to each subsystem are defined. 

 

Figure 2: Collaborative Framework for District Digital Twin Development 

3.1. LAYER 1: HUMAN INTERFACE LAYER 

This layer is a visualization layer and its primary goal is to translate all the data into a visual format 

that is easy to understand by human users. For this layer, we recommend a three-dimensional (3D) 

representation of the district (such a 3D model would be a Digital Twin from the perspective of urban 

planners, and typically also contains geometric, geographic, and topological information) as is the 

consensus (Stoter, Ohori, and Noardo 2021). Such 3D models may not need to be developed from 

scratch as there are online resources that provide such 3D representations for free (see 3D MAPS) 

This layer polls data directly from the data layer (this is the next layer in the framework) and should 

allow the human user to view the various subprocesses and interactions that are happening within the 

complex system that is the city district. 

In the case of Presqu’île, this layer is represented in 3D format and will be accessible via a web 

application. Sensor data can be displayed on the individual buildings, however in order not to lose visual 

appeal, the displayed data will be limited. Details can be obtained by clicking on the desired component. 

3.2. LAYER 2: DATA INTERFACE LAYER 

This layer interfaces all the other layers with the data related to the system. Notably, this layer 

interfaces with both the physical system (i.e. the data from the real-world system is polled and stored in 

this layer) and the virtual system. 

Fundamental considerations for this layer include the definition and subsequent establishment of 

Application Programming Interface (API) protocols and data storage policies. API Protocols are 

necessary at this layer as they define both the standards and specifications for communications between 

the various components of the global system (both virtual and physical). The data storage policies on 

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/3D
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the other hand specify aspects such as units, labeling conventions, data structure, and storage formats 

which are essential for ensuring the integrity, accessibility and consistency of the data. 

For Presqu’île, multiple API Protocols will have to be defined to collect data related to energy 

demand (electrical and heat), weather, etc. The collected data will then be stored in databases in which 

the data structure has been defined and a standardized data naming convention will be used. 

3.3. LAYER 3: MODEL INTERACTION LAYER 

The model interaction layer is the layer in which the interactions between the various actors and 

systems are modeled. To achieve this, it is essential to use a tool that allows for various components of 

the system (humans, buildings, etc.) to be modeled (in most cases by different stakeholders at different 

times) in such a manner that their interactions can be considered (i.e. the communication between the 

various components). An Agent-Based modeling approach satisfies these requirements and is 

recommended for this layer as proposed by Clemen et al (2021) and Skobelev et al (2020). 

Thus, at this layer, each component of the global system (the district) is defined as an agent having 

their attributes and characteristics. Agents at this layer can themselves be composed of multiple agents, 

which would represent their sub-systems. The interactions between the various agents can be modeled 

as a communication channel between the various agents. However, since it is near impossible to 

determine all the possible interactions that a component (i.e. an agent) will have, these inter-component 

communications have to be determined and defined on a need basis.  

Considering our use case, Presqu’île, at this layer we would define each building, EV charging 

stations, electric transformers, and heat exchangers (for district heating) as individual agents (thus the 

energy sub-system of the district). For such an application, EV agents would need signaling from the 

charging station agents on their availability, and building agents connected to the district heating 

network (also an agent) would need to send signals to their service provider on their heating demand 

(based on external weather conditions). MESA (Kazil, Masad, and Crooks 2020), a Python library for 

agent-based modeling is a potential development tool considered for this approach. 

3.4. LAYER 4: MODEL LAYER 

Owing to the complex nature of a district and by extension the need for a multi-disciplinary approach, 

the system would be composed of different types of models and approaches (Hence the need for agent-

based modeling in layer 3). Thus, in this layer, the models (physical models, Machine Learning models, 

optimization models, etc.) are defined and associated with the respective agents defined in layer 3. 

This layer implies that not all stakeholders need to use the same modeling tools and approaches to 

define components in the system. The main requirement at this layer is that the model should be 

interfaceable (i.e. a wrapper) with the agent in layer 3. 

 

Considering our use-case, the energy system can be modeled using OMEGAlpes (Hodencq et al. 

2021), the buildings may also have physical models to represent their thermal characteristics (using a 

modeler such as Dimosim (Garreau et al. 2021)) whilst local renewable energy resources may have 

Machine Learning models to predict production, see Figure 3. All these models although different can 

be developed in Python and directly associated with their respective agents. 
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Figure 3: Sample schematic representation of the interactions between layers 3 and 4  

4. THE PRESQU’ÎLE USE CASE 

We have illustrated in the previous section how the various layers of the proposed framework will 

be utilized for our use case – Presqu’île. The Proposed DT will have two main applications, these are: 

• Operational Optimization: the proposed digital twin will facilitate the polling of data from 

the various energy assets (production, consumption, and storage assets) to be used in real-

time optimizations, the results of which will be transmitted to asset managers and 

management systems to ensure efficient use of available resources, ultimately contributing 

towards the global reduction of the districts carbon footprint. 

• Scenario Modelling: Using the proposed framework, the Presqu’ile Digital Twin will be 

suitable for modeling and testing different scenarios for the various sub-systems of the 

district. One such scenario will be the recovery of waste heat from the European large-scale 

research infrastructures, specifically the LNCMI which dissipates approximately 10GWh of 

heat annually; for district heating applications. 

Acknowledging that the DT is a representative model of the physical system is imperative. The 

outputs of such DTs should be one of the considerations for making a decision, but not the only ones. 

Digital Twins have the potential to facilitate planning, development, operation, and forecasting, but 

should not prevail from collective and democratic decision-making as detailed by Alva et al ( 2022). 

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

District-scale Digital Twins present a new paradigm for investigating and analyzing solutions at the 

city scale. However, owing to the complex nature of districts and the complex nature of the interactions, 

their development requires collaborative efforts from multiple stakeholders. The framework proposed 

in this article, whilst barebones, attempts to address the question related to how truly representative 

district Digital Twins can be effectively developed such that they can reflect the complex physical 

system (i.e. the district). We envision that the digital twin will be a useful tool for optimizing operations, 

planning, and conception of the various subsystems within the Presqu’île district.  

Despite districts being invariably different (geographically, topographically, socially, etc.), most 

districts have commonalities and as such, work needs to be carried out in defining the minimum data 

requirements and the appropriate communication protocols and channels for initiating a district's DT.  
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Lastly, feedback from the digital environment to the physical environment is essential for the 

successful implementation of the Digital Twin. However, in the case of human actors, for example, 

building occupants or EV users, this feedback has to be understandable and useful, as such some work 

needs to be done to determine the type and format of data that stakeholders should be presented with. 
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